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operat1bn: ,of the respondent's p:la~hi4e,' w~hav# ~4tbtlH~ tQ:oyetcome
the p,resumptionagainst thecoJnplainant, arising ,thellefrom, except
the hare, statement of the complainant's expert; which we have
alreadyo,cited, that the resp6n~ent's"threadarm:moves further than
is'necesStlry to the performancEtof its function in forming the bight,."
To accept a statement so ~eneral that it gives the, court no details
by which it can apply its terms, or by which it carl' jtHlge for itself
the limitation to be put on tbe expression ''fu!Hher than is necessary," or by which it, cari,I1~~ermine whether" th(alleged excessive
degree of tlirow is substantial, woul(1 be to Elub~titute the witness
for the court. The attempted application of !!IO general a statement is ma.de all ,the more doubtful because the long ,throw of the
arm in the complainant's commercial macbine shows apparently
tbat the inventor's idea, that'a;bl'asion by the arm ,of the old devices was injUrious, was fanciful; 0'1' 'that it was easily overcome by
properly reshapin~ the arm; or by somewhat changing its relative location. This is apparently all the regpondenfhas done, and it
had a right to do this. We do not think thecompl'ainant has met
the burden, resting on it, of proving infringe~fI'1t of:61aim 19, as
properly construed. The decr~~:of the circuIt, cO).IIi ,is reversed,
and the case is remanded to that court, with direction to dismiss
the bill, with costs, the appellant to recover the costs of this court..
~
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8AFEGUARDACCOUNT CO.v. WELLINGTON.

(Circ:ult Court; P.l:lass/l.chusetts.Janulu:y Zl,1898.)
1.

PATENTS-INVENTION.
The ,I.j~e of perforated

lines 111,' paper, for tbepurpose of, permitting easy
,separation, having for many,year/! been commOn in tbe arts in which paper
, is used, its ll.tmlication to any particular art, or any subdivision tbereof, does
not involv~ 'Invention, unless under pecUliar circumstances.

2. 'SA~E--BLANll:

BOOKS FOR LEDl;E:RS.

The iHorne patents, Nos. 393,506 and 3{J3,507, fot-blank bOOks, considered;
and tllefQrmer, which is fOl"R book having full leaves of the same width,
apart of, which are longitudinally perforated near their outer edges to make
removable margins, thereby, forming a long and short leaf ledger, is, nevertheless, following the analogy 01' Thomson v. Bankr 3 C. C. A. 518, 53 Fed.
250, held valid and infringed, and the latter held void, for want of invention,
over the former.
.

This was a suit in equity by the Safeguard Accoun~Company against
Edward F. Wellington for alleged. infringement of letters patent No.
393,506 and 393,507, issued to John W. Horne for blank books.
Clarke, Raymond &' Coale and George O. G.Coale, for complainant.
RobertWr Hardie, for defendant.
PUTNAM, Circuit .Judge. The earlier of the two patents in suit,
No. 393;506, is the only one which requires particular consideration.
It was applied for June 27.11887, and issued November 27,1888. Claim
1 is as follows:
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".A. blank book having full leaves of the same, or substantially the same,
width, a part of which are provided near their outer edges with longitudinal
lines of perfora~ions to form removable margins, and the rest of which are
unperforated. the perforated and unperforated leaves being interposed between
each other throughout the book with one or more of the perforated leaves between the unperforated ones, substantially as set forth."

The nature and purposes of the alleged invention are pointed out by
the complainant substantially as follows: The advantage of a long
and a short leaf ledger is that one column of names will answer for the
pages on several narrow leaves of the book, as well as for the wide
page on which it stands,· and the opposing wide page. The book
with a long and a short leaf is old. The book of the patent, however,
is not made with a long and a short leaf, but with leaves of the same
width, or substantially the same, throughout, and is so constructed,
by perforation or its equivalent, that the user of the book can, without
difficulty, make a long and a short leaf book, by removing so much
of certain intervening leaves as is necessary in order to so expose the
names colunm of one page that it may be used with the other pages
of the series. Before the invention in suit, to make a long and a short
leaf ledger it was generally best to make a book in which all of the
leaves were of full size, and then to cut from one or more leaves, following the leaf which contains the names column, a maf/.,Jin of proper
width. Such a construction of a long and a short leaf book is difflcult and expeIliSive, from the bookbinder's point of view, owing to the
fact that the book, if it is to have the ordinary :finish, namely, a
flat, heavy, broad binding, and colored, burnished edges, must be made
and finished exactly like an ordinary book, and then have certain of its
leaves shortened by cutting by hand. If the employe carelessly cuts
the wrong leaf, the book is ruined. Moreover, the result is a book
in which the outer edges of the leaves are flabby, and liable to collect
dust, and become dog-eared; the covers themselves also being liable
to become warped when in use. Looked at from the bookkeeper's
point of view, such a book is difficult to use, for the reason that there
is no fil.W, solid surface· upon which to enter in the names column
the various accounts. On the other hand, in the complainant's book
the leaves which are to be made short leaves are perforated before
the book is bound up, and, in case of any error in the perforations, the
leaf or sheet may be discarded when the sheets are gathered before
stitching. The various processes which follow are those ordinarily
practiced in making a long-leaf book of equal thickness. The book
may receive proper pressing, and the edges of the leaves may be colored and burnished in the ordinary manner, and in fact be made without any increased expense in its manufacture over that of the ordinary
long-leaf book,except the cost of perforating. As the result, the ac·
countant has a book in which the names may be easily written in the
names column,for the reason that the book is solid throughout, like
an ordinary ledger, and yet, when it has been partially used, he may
convert it into a: long and a short leaf book, so that the same names
column may apply to a number of pages.
We think we have thus fully stated what the complainant main-
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tains as the invention covered by claim 1 of patent No. 393',506, and
the advantages of its use.. None of these alleged 'ad~antages are suggested in the. patent; and while"ofcourse, this (act does not deprive
the holder of the patent oft4e ben~:fit of them, if they in fact exist, it
weighs in favor of the proposition that they do not exist, or at least
are not of importance. The complainant's treasurer testifies that
"many thousands,"constl'ucted according to the patents, have been
sold; but he is unable to define this, nor does he make it appear whether
the sales were on account of the patented features, or of the superiority
of complainant's manufacture in other particulars. The complainant put in evidence a printed catalogue of its customers,-to be sure,
of only a part of them; but it, is significant from the almost total
absence from it of banks and bankers, by whom complaimwt's patented device would be especially used if it possessed substantial
merit. The manufacturer of the alleged infringing device apparently admits that "it is desirable to make the book appear like an ordinary ledger with full leaves," and the evidence also sustains most
of the complainant's propositions as to the existence of the other
advantages claimed by it. These advantages, however, are of a
minor character, and the case fails to weigh all the peculiarities of
the patented book pro and con, or to show that the patent marked,
on the whole, any substantial step in advance in the matter of practical utility, or has ever been accepted as such. Sitting as triors of
the facts, as well as of the law, we must take notice that the use
of perforated lines in paper for the purpose of permitting easy separation has for many years been common to all the arts where paper
is used. Under these circumstances, its application to any particular art, or any subdivision thereof, cannot be regarded as involving invention, unless under special circumstances. We have great
doubts whether the advantages claimed in this case exhibit utility
of that striking character which stamps on the mind an impression
of the actual presence of the spirit of invention. Hollister v. Manufacturing Co., 113 U. S. 59, 72, 5 Sup. Ct. 717; Electric Co. v. La
Rue, 139 U. S. 601, 605, 606, 11 Sup. Ct. 670; Potts & Co. v. Creager,
155 U. S. 597, 608, 15 Sup. Ct. 194; National Cash-Register Co. v.
Boston Cash Indicator & Recorder Co., 156 U. S. 502, 515, 15 Sup.
Ct. 434; Manufacturing Co. v. Holtzer, 15 C. C. A. 63, 67 Fed. 907,
910. Nevertheless, in Thomson v. Bank, 3 C. C. A. 518, 53 Fed.
250, the court of appeals for the Eighth circuit found invention in
a patent in this same art issued for a device of substantially the
same nature as that at bar, though not the same. We feel constrained to follow the analogy of that decision, especially as the
case at bar is one of doubt. Applying to the question of novelty the
rule stated by Judge Lowell in Stewart v. Mahoney, 5 Fed. 302, 305,
and cited by us in American Street Car Advertising Co. v. Newton
8t. Ry. Co., 82 Fed. 732,735, and also restated by the court of appeals for this circuit in Heap v. Suffolk Mills,27 C. C. A. 316, 82
Ped. 449, 453, we conclude that the patent has not been anticipated.
No detlnite point has been made that the complainant may not prevail on the second claim of patent No, 393,506, if it does on the first.
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The other patent in suit, No. 393;507, which must be regarded as the
later one issued, clearly contains nothing patentable not covered by
the earlier one, and is void. Let there be a decree for the complainant, under rule 21, sustaining its suit on both claims of patent No.
393,506, and adjudging patent No. 393,507 void, with costs for com·
plainant.
A. B. DICK CO. v. BELKE & WAGNER CO.
(Circuit Court, N. D. Illinois.

July 3, 1897.)

1.

PATENTS-INVENTIONS-IMPROVEMENTS IN INKS.

a

SAME-INFRINGEMENT.

The Fuerth patent, No. 437,588, which, by the use of llnseed oil, vaseline,
and the essential coloring matter, produces an Ink rendered limpid by friction,
and avoiding the tendency to adhesiveness characteristic of ordinary printer's
ink, and adapting It to the needs of stencil printing, discloses a new discovery,
and a valuable advance in the art of printing.
Where the analysis of an alleged infringing Ink shows the presence of the
constituents entering Into the patented combination, and the defendants fail
to deny on oath the use of such constituents, the analysis ~ill be taken as
correct, and as proof of infringement.

This was a suit in equity by the A. B. Dick Company against the
Belke & Wagner Company for the alleged infringement of a patent for
an improvement in inks.
Dyer & Driscoll and Poole & Brown, for complainant.
C. C. Bulkley and N. H. Hanchett, for defendant.
GROSSCUP, District Judge. The bill is to restrain infring-ement
of letters patent No. 437,588, granted to the Redding Ink & Duplicator
Company, as assignee of William C. Fuerth, September 30th, for improvement in inks. The defendant denies infringement, and also contests the validity of the patent.
The purpose of the patentee was to produce an ink adaptable to the
needs of stencil printing. Such an ink must necessarily be different,
in some respects, from the ordinary printer's ink, and especially in view
of the new stencil sheet, which is composed of more delicately constructed paper. ~ir. Fuerth points this out in the following language:
"Printer's ink, properly speaking, is a viscid and very tacky mass, and, when
applied, for printing purposes, for a printing roller over a stencil sheet composed
of delicately waxed paper, it would naturally tend to tear it, and the ink in a
pure state was of no utility. Consequently, in the old state of the art, it was
necessary to the production of even a few impressions to thin the printing ink
with an excess of linseed oil, castor oil, turpentine, and the like."

And Professor Morton concurs with this in substantially the same
language. The introduction of these solvents, however, was calculated
to make the ink too fluid to be available for use in the usual manner
of stencil printing. The patent in question produces an ink which,
appearing tdthe printer in a state of jelly-like consistency, is reno
dered limpid by friction, and avoids the tendency to adhesiveness

